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Let Q be the rational number field, p an odd number, and S a set of 
places of Q. Let Qsfp) be the maximal p-extension of Q unramified outside 
S and G the Galois group of f&(p) over Q. Let (G, G) be the topological 
commutator group of G and ((G, G), G) the commutator group of (G, G) 
and G. Let H be the intermediate field of ~~~pj~~ such that the Galois 
group G(Q,(p)/H) is ((G, G), G). WC call H the field of class two of 
Qs(p)/Q (cf. FrGhlich [3]). Frijhlich [3] determined the structure of 
G(H/Q). This is a very deep result. In [7], using Galois cohomology, 
H. Koch obtained a generalization of Friihlich’s re ult. Inthe terminology 
of Koch, he treated only the “cases of known relations” (cf. [7]). In this 
paper, we treat a case of unknown relations. Namely, let k be a real 
quadratic field, E the fundamental unit of k, h the class number of k, and L 
the maximal p-extension of k unramified outside p. We assume that p splits 
in k/Q and that p does not divide h. If sP- * = 1 (mod p’), then G(L/k) has 
an unknown relation. Let K be the field of class two of L/k. Let F be a free 
pro-p-group generated by X, 4’ and let <z>~ be the minimal closed normal 
subgroup of F containing an element z of F. In this paper, using Iwasawa 
theory, we shall show the following: 
If EP- ’ E 1 (mod p’), then there exist p-adic integers a, p such that 
G(K/k) z F/<x”( yxy- ‘xp’)“),((F, F), F). Here, we can calculate ~1, P
explicitly b calculating Stickelberger ideals (cf. Corollary of Theorem and 
Example). 
Notations. We denote by Z the rational integer ing and Q by the 




place of k. We denote by k x the multiplicative group of k and k, the com- 
pletion of k at v. For a prime number p, we denote by Z, the p-adic integer 
rings and by Z; the unit group of ZP. Let G be a topological group and N 
a closed normal subgroup of G. We denote by G/N the factor group of G 
over N. For a subset S of G, we denote by (S) the closed subgroup of G 
generated by S and by (S), the minimal closed normal subgroup of G 
containing S. Let x, y be elements of G. We put (x, y ) = x - ‘y - rxs,. Let H, 
H’ be closed subgroups of G. We denote by (H, H’) the closed subgroup of 
G generated by a subset ((x, y) 1 x E H, y E H’ 1. For a finite algebraic 
extension L over k, we denote by (L; k) the degree of L over k. 
1. GALOIS COHOMOLOGY 
Let p be an odd prime number, k a finite algebraic extension of Q, and S 
a finite non-empty set of places of k. We denote by k,(p) the maximal 
p-extension of k unramified outside 5’ and by G,(p) the Galois group of 
k,(p) over k. We will use the abbreviation H’(G,( p)) for the cohomology 
groups H’(G,( p), Z/pZ). It is well known that the number 
coincides with the minimal number of generators of the pro-p-group G,(p). 
We call m(Gs(p)) the rank of G,(p). Let V, be the following subgroup of 
k; 
V, = (c( Ek x 1 The principal ideal (M) is p-power of 
some ideal in k and CI E k,P for v E S. 1 
Let B, be the dual of V,/(k” )P, rl the number of real places of k, and r2 
the number of imaginary places of k. Then we have 
m(G&))= 1 (k,;Q,)-&k)-r, -rr,+ 1+ 1 &Q,) 
its acs 
VIP 
+ dimzjpz &, (1) 
where 6(L), for a field L, is one if L contains a primitive pth root of 1 and 
zero otherwise (cf. Koch [6] and [7]). We know also that the number 
I) = dim,, H*(G,(p)) coincides with the minimal number of 
defining relations for G,(p). Shafarevich gave an estimate of r(G,( p)): 
(2) 
(cf. Koch [6] and [7]). 
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Let u be a place of S, k”, the maximal p-extension of k,, and G, the 
Gafois group of &, over k,. The noncanonical inclusion k,(p) c: E, induces 
a noncanonical mapping 4, from i?O into G,(p), which induces canonical 
mappings 4: of the cohomology groups 
H’(G,(y)) - If”(&). 
4: 
Then we have a mapping 
Let U,(p) be the kernel of Qi,*. We call the number u(G,(p)) = 
dim z1Pz Us(p) the number of unknown relations of G,(p) in the 
terminology of Koch. In Koch [6], we see 
2. FREE HO-~-GROUP OF RANK 2 
Let F be a free pro-p-group of rank 2 generated by {x, y f, N= (x), the 
minimal closed normal subgroup of F containing x, and r= ( y ) a closed 
subgroup of F generated by y. Then r is isomorphic to Z, and F is a semi- 
direct product of r and N. We notice that N contains a topological com- 
mutator group (F, F) of F. Then we put rP’= (v@>, r, = r/rp’, 
F,=P”N, N,(x, yxy-‘,...,~‘~“--‘xy~~~“--~)~F,,F,), and x, = 
N,/(F,,, F,,). Since N, contains N, r, operates on X, via inner auto- 
morphisms in the usual way. Namely, if yiTP” E r,, we define 
(yirp”).f(F,,, F,J= yity- ‘(F-, F,,) for all t( F,,, F,,)EX,. 
Thus X, is a r,,-module. Since {x, yxy-‘, . . . . yp” ‘xy (@ - ‘I, y@) is a 
topological free generator system of Fn from Schreier’s theorem, we can 
define a r,,-isomorphism f, of A’, onto Z,[r,] by f,(x(F,, F,)) = 1. There 
are natural mappings 4m,, : Z,[f,,, J + Z,[r,] induced by the natural map- 
ping L --t r, and k, n : N,/(F,,F,) + N,/(F,,F,) induced by the natural 
mapping F,/(F,,,F,) + Fn/(Fn, F,) for m 2s. Clearfy we have 
f, 0 $,,, = #,,, 0 fm. The projective limit of the f,-modules N,J( F,,, Fn) with 
respect to the mappings Ic/m,n is N/( N, N). Let Z,[ [r] ] be the projective 
limit of the group rings Z,[r,] with respect to the mappings q5,,,,. It is 
well known that there exists a topological isomorphism @ of Z,[[r]] 
onto the ring A = Z,[ [ T]] of formal power series in an indeterminate 2’ 
and @ is induced by G,(y) = 1 i- T (cf. Coates [ 1 ] ). Hence we can regard A 
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as F-module by yc, 1 = 1 + 7: Therefore we can define a I’-isomorphism Y 
of N/(N, N) onto A by Y/(.u(N, N))= 1. 
DEFINITION. A polynomial P( 7’) E Z,[ T] is called distinguished if 
P(T)= T”+a,, , T” ’ + .+. +a, with rr,EpZ, for O<idn-- I. 
Let G be a pro-p-group of rank 2 and of dim, ,,H’(G) = I. Then we 
may suppose that there exists an element r of N such that G is isomorphic 
to l?(r),.. 
LEMMA I. Nota?ions and assumptions being us ahore, $’ r 4 ( N, N), then 
there exist a ~~s~i~~e intqyr d, a n~)n-~~~atil~~~ intoner /1, p-adic integers 
a,,. . . . NJ , and an element r’ of N such that 
(r’jF= (T)~* Cl a, = 0 i ( - I )“ ’ (mod p). 
and 
r’ E (( y”-yy “)( yde ‘.yy (” “)O,f 1. . . ( y’.yy w’)“g..  y”o)f” (m&(/l/, N)). 
ProoJ: Let Y be as above. Since Y/(r(N, N)) is an element in Z,[ [7]]> 
there exist from the p-adic Weierstrass preparation theorem a distinguished 
polynomjai P(T)=T”+h, ,T”’ ‘+ ..I +h,, a unit U(T) of Z,[[T]J, 
and a non-negative integer ,U such that Y(r( N, N )) = p”P( T) u( T ). We put 
G( V) = P( V- 1) = I’“+ u,, , V’ ‘. ’+ . . + ug. Then, clearly, we have 
(mod p) for i=O, . . . cl- 1 
Moreover, we can pick a representative r’ of Y ‘( 7YP( 7)) in N such that 
(r’>p= (r)F. Then we have 
).‘s ( y”vq, d( yd 1.y.)‘ (<’ 1 yr I . . . y”)r@ (mod(N, N)). 
Remark. It is easy from Schreier’s’theorem to see that the set of ranks 
of F,z for n = I, 2, . . is not bounded. Hence the rank of N is inhnite. 
Therefore, if r E (N, N), the rank of Iv/ (r ) t’ is infinite. 
3. REAL QUADRATIC FIELDS 
Let <,, be a primitive pth root of 1 and k a totally real field of finite 
degree. We put k’ = k(i,). Let k, and k:- be cyclotomic .Z,-extensions of k 
and k’, respectively. Met M and M’ be the maximal abelian p-extensions of 
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k, and kj, unramified outside p, respectively. Since the degree (k’; k) is 
prime to p, there exists an intermediate field L between M’ and k, such 
that M’= Lk’ and k’n L = k. We notice that the Galois group G(k’/k) is 
isomorphic to G(M’/L) in a natural way and that G(M’jk) is a semi-direct 
product of G(M’/k’) and G(M’/L). Let w : G(M’/L) + Z,” be the character 
such that <; = ,p’“) for all CJ E G( M/L). Let 6 be the order of G(M/L). We 
define 
gj = - 
ii 2 
o.+(cT) a-’ E Z,[G(M’/L)] 
rrEG(M’.L) 
for i=O, 1, . . . . 6 - 1. We put X= G(M’/kjc). The group G(M’/L) acts on X 
via inner automorphisms. Since X is a pro-p-group, we can consider X as a 
Z~~G(~‘/~)]-moduIe. We put A’, = EJ for i = 0, 1, -.., 6 - 1. Then we see 
that X coincides with the direct sum @)f:i Xi. Now we put Y = @fJg:,’ Xi. 
Then we have the following: 
LEMMA 2. The Galois group G(M’/k’M) coincides with Y, 
Proof We put H = G(M’/k,). Since the topological commutator group 
(H, H) is G(~‘/k’~), it is sufficient to prove (W, H) = Y. Let g be a 
generator of the cyclic group G(M’/L). Then we have 
gxg .*.~.;*=XW’(gJ~~IE(H, ff) for i=1,...,6--landxEXi. 
Since p does not divide o’(g) - I for i = 1, . . . . 6 - 1, we have X, t (H, U) 
for i= 1, . . . . 6 - 1. Hence we have Y t (H, Ii). Since the factor group N/Y is 
commutative, we have Y 1 (H, H). Hence we have Y= (H, N). 
Now, from Lemma 2, we have G(M/k) r G(k’M/k’) 2 G(k’,/k’) X0. 
Therefore @M/k,) is isomorphic to A’, as a G(k,/k)-module. Let A&, be 
the p-primary subgroup of the ideal class group of k’,. Then we can con- 
sider A’, as a G(k~/k)-module in the usual way. From Coates [I], the 
dual of E,AL and X0 are isomorphic as Z,-modules. Then, from 
Iwasawa [S], we have the following; 
LEMMA 3. ~~tut~o~s and ass~~~iions being as aboue, if the ~-i~vffrj~n~ 
of k’,/k’ is equal to zero, then dim,, X,/pX, = dim,, Ed AI&xi A&* is 
finite. 
From now on, we assume that k is a real quadratic field such that p 
splits in k/Q. Then it follows from [2] that the p-invariant of k’,/k’ is 
equal to zero. Let E be a fundamental unit of k. Furthermore we assume 
that p does not divide the class number of k and that cP-’ = 1 (mod p*Z,). 
Let S be the set of primes of k which lie above p, Since k,, does not contain 
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{, for v E S, we have H*(G;,) = 0 from Koch [6]. Hence, from (3), we 
have H2(Gs(p)) g V,(p). We have dim,, B,= 1 from the definition of 
B, and ap-rz 1 (mod p’Z,). Hence it follows from (2) and (4) that 
V,(p)zZ/pZ. This shows that r(G,(p)) and the number of unknown 
relations of G,(p) are equal to one. We should note that k has a unique 
Z,-extension. Now, we state our theorem. 
THEOREM. Let p be an odd prime number and k a real quadratic field 
such that p sphts in k/Q. Let E be a fundamental unit of k and S the set of 
primes of k which lie above p. We assume that p does not divide the class 
number of k and that EP- ’ = 1 (mod p’Z,). Let k,(p) be the maximal 
p-extension of k unramified outside S. Let F be a free pro-o-group of rank 2 
generated by {x, y}, N the closed minimal normal subgroup of F containing 
x. Then there exist a positive integer d, p-adic integers a,, . . . ad- ,, and an 
element r of N such that 
Ws(p)lk) z F/(r),, 





i (-l)“-j (mod p) for i=O, . . . d- 1. 
Proof: By (1) and the above considerations, we have m(G,( p)) = 2 and 
r(G,(p)) = 1. From Remark of Lemma 1 and Lemma 3, we see set there 
exists an element r E N such that G(ks( p)/k) z F/( r)r and r $ (N, N). We 
can show r $ (N, N) also from the fact that k has a unique Z,-extension. 
Hence our theorem follows from Lemma 1 and [2]. 
Let y be a generator of G(k’,/k’), n a positive integer, and w, a primitive 
p”th root of 1 such that o,“+, = w,. Then there exists a p-adic integer u 
such that u = 1 (mod pZ,) and that w; = w; for any positive integer ~1. Let 
c,(s) be the p-adic zeta-function of k. Then there exists an element g(T) in 
the quotient field of A such that (1 + T-u) g(T)EA and that 
g(u”-- 1)=(,(s) (cf. [l]). We put f(T)=(l + T-u)g(T). Then we have 
X0 z /i/(f(u( 1 + T) --I - 1)) from Iwasawa’s main conjecture which is 
already proved in this case (cf. [8]). Let P(T) be a distinguished 
polynomial and U(T) be a unit of ,4 such that f( T) = P(T) V(T). Then we 
may assume that 
P(T-l)=a,+a,T+ ... +ad-,Td-‘+T’. 
Here d and a,, . . . . ad-, are as in the Theorem. Using Stickefberger elements 
we can calculate the above d and also a,, . . . . ad-, (cf. [I] ). 
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COROLLARY. Notations and assumptions being as above, let K be the field 
of class two of k,(p)/k (cf. Friihlich [3]). Then G(K/k) is isomorphic to 
Fl<-u l+~%~(,xy--l, ‘)d+&h)#‘, F), F). 
Proqf: We put G = G(k,( p)/k). From the definition of the field of class 
two, we have G(K/k) E G/((G, G), G) E F/(r),.((F, F), F). We have 
(uv, w) = (u, w)(v, w) (mod((F, FL F)) 
and 
(u, VW) = (u, v)(u, w) (mod((F, F), 0) 
for u, v, u’ E F. Hence, since N is generated by ( yi.qP 1 iE Z}, 
(N, N) c ((F, F), F). From our theorem, we have 
EX l+~!%‘~(, ‘, X-‘)d+&bt (mod((F, F), F)). 
Remark. Using Stickelberger elements, we can calculate the above d 
and also a,, . . . . ad , from Iwasawa’s main conjecture which is already 
proved in this case. 
EXAMPLE. For k = Q(m) and p = 3, we obtain d= 2, a,= -5 
(mod 8 1 ), and a, E 16 (mod 81). Hence, in this case, we have 
G( K/k) z F/( xa( yxy lx -‘)“)((F, F), F) with CC= 12 (mod 81) and /3= 18 
(mod 8 1). 
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